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Pakistan navy stops
an India submarine 
entering its waters
KARACHI: Pakistan has stopped an Indian submarine from
entering its waters, the navy said Tuesday, as tensions con-
tinue to run high between the nuclear-armed foes. The
development came days after a rare aerial dogfight between
India and Pakistan over the disputed territory of Kashmir
ignited fears of an all-out conflict, with world powers rush-
ing to urge restraint. “The Pakistan navy stopped an Indian
submarine from entering our territorial waters,” a naval
spokesman said.

He added “the Indian submarine was not targeted, in
line with the government’s policy of maintaining peace”. It
was the first such incident since 2016, when Pakistan said
it had “pushed” an Indian submarine away from its waters.
The navy later said the submarine was detected on
Monday within Pakistan’s maritime zone, or 200 nautical
mile exclusive economic zone, but did not give further
details on the location.

It also released what it said was video of the subma-
rine, with the grainy black and white footage showing only
what appeared to be a periscope above water.  The time-
stamp at the beginning of the video clip read 8:35 pm on
Monday. India said its navy remained “deployed as neces-
sary”. “Over the past several days we have witnessed
Pakistan indulging in false propoganda,” an Indian Navy
spokesman tweeted Tuesday.

An Indian government source also dismissed the video,
telling AFP: “Why would a submarine in Pakistani waters
have its periscope up?” Tensions between the arch-rivals
have escalated significantly over recent days, after a suicide
bombing in Indian-administered Kashmir killed 40 Indian
paramilitaries. A militant group based in Pakistan claimed
responsibility for the February 14 blast, and 12 days later
Indian jets bombed what New Delhi called a terrorist train-
ing camp deep inside Pakistan.

Pakistan has denied any damage or casualties, and inde-
pendent reporting has shown the strikes hit a heavily forest-
ed area with little infrastructure nearby. Residents have said
just one person was injured.  The next day Pakistani aircraft
entered Indian airspace and the two nations’ jets engaged in
aerial dogfights, with at least one Indian aircraft shot down
and its pilot captured by Pakistan. The pilot was handed
back to India last Friday in what Pakistani Prime Minister
Imran Khan called a “peace gesture”. —AFP

NEW DELHI: Indian opposition parties are launching a
united attack on Prime Minister Narendra Modi for what
they see as his politicization of the armed forces as he tries
to ride a patriotic wave into a second term in office at a
general election. It is a high-risk bet that could backfire giv-
en the jingoistic fervour that has overtaken India since a sui-
cide bomber from the Pakistan-based Islamist militant
group Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM) killed 40 paramilitary
police in Indian-controlled Kashmir on Feb 14.

Pollsters say opposition parties may be making a mistake
by questioning Modi on national security instead of focus-
ing on more basic issues, such as a shortage of jobs and
farmers’ distress. Voters concerned about those issues oust-
ed Modi’s Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in three state elec-
tions late last year.

But amid mounting doubts about the success of an
Indian air strike on an alleged JeM camp in Pakistan’s north-
east on Feb 26, the opposition sees Modi as potentially vul-
nerable over both the government’s claims and its behavior.
“The opposition is coordinating this and talking to each
other every day,” said Derek O’Brien, a lawmaker from the
West Bengal-based All India Trinamool Congress, the third-
biggest opposition party in the lower house of parliament.

“The strategy is to first keep exposing them and bringing
out the fact that they are trying to appropriate the armed
forces. And two, we show that this is being done purely for
election purposes.”

O’Brien was referring to Modi speaking at a rally with
the pictures of the paramilitary
police killed in the bombing in
the background, as well as a BJP
leader in Delhi attending a public
event in army fatigues. The BJP
denies the accusations that it’s
misusing the armed forces for
political benefit.

Diverting attention?
The main opposition

Congress party said that most
opposition parties - there are
more than 20 of them, some
caste-based - were on one page in launching a counter-
attack on the BJP line that India needs a leader like Modi
to take on Pakistan. “What we are convinced about is that
the government is diverting attention from its failures

because it saw defeats in the three state elections, and the
narrative is against the government,” Congress spokesman
Sanjay Jha said. 

Pollsters say that they expect Modi and the BJP to get a
boost from India’s aggressive response to the suicide bomb

attack. He is seen as decisive
and resolute by voters, they say.
The only problem may come if
the government line - that it
killed a large number of Islamist
militants in the attack - turns
out not to be true.

Satellite images reviewed by
Reuters indicate that the
madrasa and related facilities
that were targeted by the Indian
air force were not destroyed,
and the government has
declined to provide evidence to

back up its claims. “We will expose the BJP’s failures, the
number of security forces killed, the rise in militancy, and,
most important, the elephant in the room that people are not
talking about, is Modi’s monumental failure in terms of put-

ting Kashmir in a serious crisis,” Congress’ Jha said.
Modi’s policies in Kashmir, claimed by both India and

Pakistan but ruled in part, have been harder-line than his
Congress predecessors in government, with greater use of
the security forces and fewer attempts to engage with
those in the Muslim community who believe in some kind
of separatist state. Since a crackdown was launched on
militants in the region after the bomb attack, 15 militants
have been killed in six separate gun battles. Twelve Indian
security personnel and two civilians have also died during
the operations.

In recent days, BJP leaders, and Modi himself, have
slammed the opposition for demanding evidence about the
success or otherwise of last week’s strike. On social media
and in political rallies, the BJP has accused Congress and its
partners of helping Pakistan by questioning the success of
the military strike. Political strategists and pollsters are con-
vinced that Modi can weather any attacks from the opposi-
tion on security issues. “I’m confident that the opposition
will not be able to turn the narrative in its favour on this
issue,” said Sanjay Kumar, director at think-tank Centre for
the Study of Developing Societies that also conducts opin-
ion polls. —Reuters

Modi seen benefiting from crisis with arch enemy Pakistan

Indian opposition attacks Modi over 
alleged political use of armed forces

Stray pup emerges 
top dog in the elite 
Indian sniffer squad 
KOLKATA: Some 18 months after been rescued from
stone-throwing children, an Indian street mutt has
emerged top dog in an elite bomb- and drug-sniffing
squad. “Asha”-meaning “hope” in Hindi-was rescued
by West Bengal police when they found her being mis-
treated outside their training facility. “The dog was
bleeding when she was taken inside the campus,” sen-
ior West Bengal Police Training Academy official
Dipankar Bhattacharya told AFP.

Officers originally intended keeping the mixed-
breed stray as a pet, but Asha turned out to have a
nose every bit as good as the German Shepherds and
Labradors usually trained to sniff out explosives and
drugs. Sajal Mondal, the head of the academy, said she
passed the grueling training with flying colors and that
drugs and explosives like TNT were no match for
Asha’s keen sense of smell. “She performed better than
her pedigree peers, jumping nearly six feet (two
metres) high and crossing hurdles,” he said. “She is also
our fastest runner.” Asha is the first mixed-breed dog
to join the 30-strong unit. —AFP

Attack on Modi 
may backfire, 
Pollsters say 

Madrasa buildings still 
standing at the scene 
of ‘Indian bombing’
NEW DELHI: High-resolution satellite images reviewed by
Reuters show that a religious school run by Jaish-e-
Mohammad (JeM) in northeastern Pakistan appears to be
still standing days after India claimed its warplanes had hit
the Islamist group’s training camp on the site and killed a
large number of militants. The images produced by Planet
Labs Inc, a San Francisco-based private satellite operator,
show at least six buildings on the madrasa site on March 4,
six days after the airstrike.

Until now, no high-resolution satellite images were
publicly available. But the images from Planet Labs, which
show details as small as 72 cm, offer a clearer look at the

structures the Indian government said it attacked. The
image is virtually unchanged from an April 2018 satellite
photo of the facility. There are no discernible holes in the
roofs of buildings, no signs of scorching, blown-out walls,
displaced trees around the madrasa or other signs of an
aerial attack. The images cast further doubt on statements
made over the last eight days by the Indian government of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi that the raids, early on Feb
26, had hit all the intended targets at the madrasa site near
Jaba village and the town of Balakot in Pakistan’s Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa province. India’s foreign and defense min-
istries did not reply to emailed questions sent in the past
few days seeking comment on what is shown in the satel-
lite images and whether they undermine its official state-
ments on the airstrikes.

Jeffrey Lewis, director of the East Asia Nonproliferation
Project at the Middlebury Institute of International Studies,
who has 15 years’ experience in analyzing satellite images
of weapons sites and systems, confirmed that the high-res-
olution satellite picture showed the structures in question.

“The high-resolution images don’t show any evidence of
bomb damage,” he said. Lewis viewed three other high-res-
olution Planet Labs pictures of the site taken within hours of
the image provided to Reuters.

The Indian government has not publicly disclosed what
weapons were used in the strike. Government sources told
Reuters last week that 12 Mirage 2000 jets carrying 1,000
kg (2,200 lbs) bombs carried out the attack. On Tuesday, a
defense official said the aircraft used the 2,000-lb Israeli-
made SPICE 2000 glide bomb in the strike. A warhead of
that size is meant to destroy hardened targets such as con-
crete shelters.

Lewis and Dave Schmerler, a senior research associate at
the James Martin Center for Nonproliferation studies who
also analyses satellite images, said weapons that large would
have caused obvious damage to the structures visible in the
picture. “If the strike had been successful, given the informa-
tion we have about what kind of munitions were used, I
would expect to see signs that the buildings had been dam-
aged,” Lewis added. “I just don’t see that here.” —Reuters

KOLKATA: In this picture, ‘Asha’, a rescued dog turned police dog, performs a training exercise at the Barrackpore around 35
kms north of Kolkata.  —AFP


